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Abstract

Communication in the form of dialogues between a virtual coach and a human patient (coachee) is one of the pillars in an intervention app for smartphones. The virtual coach is considered as a cooperative partner that supports the individual with various exercises for a behavior intervention therapy. To perform its supportive behavior, the coach follows a certain interaction model and its requirements, such as alignment, mutual commitment and adaptation. In this paper, we propose E-Coach MarkUp Language (ECML), a standard XML specification for scripting discourses that define how the virtual coach maintains a dialogue with a coachee following the interaction model. The format of the language allows messages to be tailored at a fine-grained level. Each sentence is synthesized based on the inferred goals of the coaching process and the current beliefs of the user, incorporating everything that has been said previously in the conversation. The design enables inexpensive implementation on mobile devices for a flexible, seamless coaching dialogue. With expert-based evaluations, we validated the language using scenarios on implemented ECML in the field of insomnia therapy.
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1. Introduction

Since Weizenbaum’s Eliza in 1965, many attempts have been done to build systems that mimic a natural conversation between health providers and patients. These health dialogue systems aim at providing widely accessible and low cost healthcare in a limited treatment domain\(^1,2\), and many of them are successfully applied in clinical trials\(^3,4,5\). Some of these systems have been designed for supporting people in the process of behavior change\(^5,6,7\). So far, the application of such systems on mobile devices seems still in its infancy.

In this work, we propose a method for automated dialogue generation in a coaching system that offers a Cognitive Behavior Therapy (CBT) program on smartphones. CBT is a short-term, focused approach to the treatment of many types of emotional, behavioral and psychiatric problems. We refer to this mobile system as the e-coach and to a CBT patient as the coachee. The e-coach is generic in nature and aims at reusability in various CBT domains. However, in this paper, we take concrete examples from the domain of insomnia therapy (CBT-I).

We view dialogue as the central interaction concept in coaching. The e-coach uses dialogue for supporting and guiding the coachees following the flow of the CBT coaching process in the effective and efficient completion of the provided exercises. The dialogue not only provides means for information exchange, but also facilitates stages of alignment and negotiation of the therapy plan, and aims to provide supportive motivation for behavior changes. Further, the design and usability of the dialogue generation should take into account the constraints posed by the mobile technology due to their small-size form, such as limited interaction options, restricted memory, power and performance, and unreliable network connection. Heavy and abundant processing still cannot work optimally on the current technology. These issues challenge the extensive natural language interaction between coach and coachee.

To achieve a rich communication between e-coach and coachee as well as to overcome the restrictions presented by the mobile technology, we developed the E-Coach MarkUp Language (ECML). This language specifies the e-coach’s dialogue acts at different abstraction levels and forms an interface between the e-coach’s communicative abilities and its knowledge base. Before we report on the design and the implementation of ECML, we will present the background of our work in the domain of CBT coaching and dialogue generation. To illustrate the approach, we take examples of dialogue results on a mobile app for CBT-I. Finally, we briefly describe an expert evaluation using scenarios to validate the resulting dialogues.

2. Background

2.1. CBT Coaching Process

CBT is a collaborative and personalized program that helps individuals to identify unhelpful thoughts and behaviors and to learn or relearn healthier skills and habits. It offers a variety of exercise types that differ in aims and properties. For instance in CBT-I, relaxation exercises help a person to relax and to attain a state of calmness; while sleep restriction involves controlling time in bed based upon the coachee’s sleep efficiency in order to restore the homeostatic drive to sleep. For monitoring and evaluation purposes, the coachee keeps a diary that will help to identify habits that could contribute to the health problem.

The CBT coaching process is considered as a series of conversations between two individuals - the coach and the coachee\(^8\). A coach performs persuasive and cooperative behavior to achieve the goals of the therapy; the coachee carries out individual exercises suggested by the coach. There is frequent coordination of activities between coach and coachee. As a cooperative partner, the coach not only helps to set therapy related goals, but also offers support to develop a personal plan and uses persuasive strategies to improve adherence to the exercises. In order to gain the trust of the coachee, the coach should work on at least three requirements\(^8\): 1. alignment about the source of, the importance of and rationale behind exercises, 2. mutual commitment between the coach and coachee on the investments in the therapy in terms of closing an agreement, and 3. adaptation of the therapy and coaching process to the individual coachee on the basis of the unique circumstances and characteristics of the coachee.

Based on the three requirements, Beun et al.\(^9\) developed the interaction scheme of the coach and coachee (see Figure 1). It consists of a particular order of phases and scheduled activities. The coaching process starts with an introduction phase leading towards a state of alignment and mutual commitment. The next phase involves the coachee performing the actual therapy (by conducting a combination of different CBT techniques). Each technique
is first introduced via dialogues. Then through a series of negotiations, a plan is made for the assignment to which both parties commit. After the coachee has executed the plan for a period of time (often a week), progress and adherence is evaluated. At that point, the coach and coachee can negotiate about a new plan and revise their commitment. The coach monitors and personalizes the coachee’s behavior intervention program. At the same time, combined with persuasive strategies, such as adaptation and commitment, the coach encourages the coachee to follow the behavior changing exercises.$^8,^{10,11}$

![Figure 1 The basic coaching process](Image)

### 2.2. CBT Coaching Dialogue on Mobile Devices

An Eliza-like dialogue system has the capability to conduct conversations with humans using natural language. It works using a limited set of relational templates that is usually represented in a list structure of keywords or word categories and pattern operation rules that exist within the structure. The system uses the structure to maintain the conversation capabilities by substituting a partially composed reply statement template with some portion of the input statement. The transformations to such a structure can be done by a prepared script or scenario that consists of dialogue lines. These dialogue lines are not necessarily sequential; instead, the flow of control among the dialogue lines is guided by the keywords of the input. Recent attempts have been done on increasing the believability of the system, e.g. remembering the previous topic, linking to knowledge base and capturing information during conversation$^{1,2}$. There are other methods on generating dialogue automatically, e.g. using syntax and semantic networks, finite state machines, and so on, however, the template-based approach is still the simplest way. By far the largest amount of work presented by this approach is devoted to develop the large set of pattern-template rules to extend the expressiveness of conversation. Dialogue systems employed in the current behavioral intervention applications combine speech input and embodied conversational agent, and work mainly on stationary devices$^6$.

In contrast to Eliza where the user determines the topic of the conversation, a CBT e-coach needs control over the topics and the structure of the conversation to maintain the flow of the conversation with regards to the phases and stages of the coaching process. Moreover, to meet the three requirements, i.e. alignment, mutual commitment and adaptation, there must not be any misunderstanding on behalf of the coachee during dialogue. Each dialogue line has to be designed to help the coachee towards the effective and efficient completion of each phase and stage of the coaching process. The topic and content of the conversations correspond to the current state of both the therapy and the individual coachee. This makes that interaction between the e-coach and coachee can be seen as somewhat predictable. Although there should be still some autonomy for the coachee, e.g. to revise the therapy plan, to stop an exercise or to request more information, on each dialogue move, the e-coach has a strict set of dialogue plans and causes the coachee to have only a limited set of options of dialogue discourses. This yields the development of the dialogue generation based on a set of limited responses. Such an approach solves the problem that refers to natural language input on the mobile devices, which is difficult and time-consuming$^{12}$. Moreover, without the natural language processing of input and with the smaller size memory requirement for the limited set of possible dialogue discourses, it is possible for a dialogue system based on the approach to run completely on mobile devices.

Some activities of a CBT program require the coachee to perform them independently from the coach, e.g. sleep restriction. Others require the coachee to use some provided tools (e.g. online diary, relaxation exercise, etc.). These activities require the e-coach to maintain multiple interactions with the coachee over an extended period of time. The interaction frequencies can range from multiple times a day (e.g. for relaxation exercise), to once a day (e.g. fill in diary), or to one or more times per week (e.g. the evaluation of the progress). These interactions are not isolated, stateless sessions (such as in a database question answering system), but require extensive information to be kept
persistent between sessions for a given coachee, with subsequent dialogue tailored based on earlier conversations and all other input sources. Moreover, as some CBT exercises demand extensive self-discipline and stamina of the coachee, intervention is sometimes inevitable, e.g. promoting adherence to the exercises, and requires persuasive and careful interaction. To avoid unnecessary loss in motivation, superfluous interruptions and irrelevant interaction have to be avoided at all cost. The communication should be tailored to the characteristics of the coachee.

We have designed a dialogue system considering the previously mentioned characteristics of CBT coaching and mobile technology. This system runs completely on the mobile device and uses a limited set of response options. In order to personalize the dialogues, the system has direct access to the knowledge base. Information in the knowledge base can be used to tailor a piece of text to the coachee (variables within a text), or to display a completely different text (conditional dialogue actions). The design of the dialogue system is described in the next Section.

3. Design

Figure 2 shows how the e-coach initiates the dialogue with the coachee. A Conversation can be triggered by a violation of a constraint or by a scheduled appointment. A constraint relates to a persuasion strategy for sustainable behavioral change. Whenever a constraint violation is detected, this violation is repaired by the e-coach by conducting a conversation with the coachee. For instance, when the coachee goes to bed earlier than the agreement, the e-coach resolves this violation by explaining the importance of the assignment. An example of the schedule-based conversations is a periodic evaluation briefing. Since a conversation can be interrupted and all conversations are considered important for a successful CBT program, the e-coach also checks for any missed or unfinished conversation and asks the coachee to continue it before the next conversation starts. All of these conversations are categorized based on their purposes (e.g. introduction or evaluation) and their relation to a certain technique.
(to discuss the latest progress), then providing the current performance facts and finally giving the performance appraisal. The last dialogue action may contain multiple templates for different ranges of sleep efficiency scores.

A template is defined by the type of the utterance, e.g. statement, question, clarification, etc. Depending on the utterance type, a template can have one or more options for the coachee to respond. Furthermore, both the content and the coachee’s options may contain variables corresponding with the concepts in the knowledge base. To produce the dialogue output, the e-coach replaces the variables with their momentary value that it stores alongside the dialogue, because the actual value of knowledge base concepts like “last night” changes over time.

Each Coachee Option is linked with one or more actions. An action has several purposes: (i) transferring information directly from the coachee to the e-coach, (ii) allowing the coachee to convey an intention, e.g. to agree with the e-coach, to continue/stop the conversation, etc., and (iii) bridging the dialogue and other input channels. There are five different types of actions:

1. **Update the knowledge base.** For example, updating the value of the phase and stage of the coaching process, the value of the coachee’s subjective opinion about the therapy, or the value of the status of a scheduled event.

2. **Go to another activity within the app.** For example, to fill in personal information, to fill in the sleep diary or to adjust the time of a specific appointment in the schedule. After the coachee finishes the activity with the interface, they will be redirected back to the conversation.

3. **Invoke a specific function.** In particular, a function triggers multiple calculations and updates in the knowledge base. For example, during negotiation of the therapy plan, the coachee may reject the e-coach’s offer and make a new proposal, which causes the e-coach to re-calculate the offer based on the coachee’s proposal.

4. **Execute another interaction recipe.** This action leads to the next state of the dialogue and the selection of an interaction recipe.

5. **Close the conversation.** This action ends the current conversation.

### 4. Implementation

Following the design in Figure 2, we implemented an XML specification for describing the discourse moves of the e-coach, namely ECML (E-Coach MarkUp Language). Table 1 shows the XML Document Type Definitions of the ECML. It presents the layered, modular structure of ECML. This approach enables the realization of a top layer entity reusing the entities on the lower layers. For instance, a Conversation is realized by a set of reusable InteractionRecipes and an InteractionRecipe is built up by a script of a sequence of reusable DialogueActions.

**Table 1. The ECML - DTD**

```
<!ELEMENT ECML (Conversation+)>
<!ELEMENT Conversation (Constraint?, Notification, InteractionRecipe+)>
<!ATTLIST Conversation title #REQUIRED category #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT Constraint (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT Notification (#PCDATA)>
<!ATTLIST Notification action #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT InteractionRecipe (Script)>
<!ATTLIST InteractionRecipe name #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT Script (DialogueAction+)>
<!ELEMENT DialogueAction (Templates)>
<!ATTLIST DialogueAction name #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT Templates (Template+)>
<!ELEMENT Template (Condition?, Content, CoacheeOption*)>
<!ATTLIST Template utteranceType (statement|choice|multiple_choice|timepicker|buttons|textfield) #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT Condition (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT Content (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT CoacheeOption (Text, Action+)>
<!ELEMENT Text (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT Action (parameter+)>
<!ATTLIST Action type (update|execute|tool|function|close_conversation) #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT Parameter>
<!ATTLIST Parameter name #REQUIRED value #REQUIRED>
```
The current implemented ECML is written for a six week CBT-I training program. It consists of 20 Conversations. Half of them are scheduled-based and the others are constraint-based conversations. The Conversations use 174 InteractionRecipes that are built up by 260 DialogueActions and 400 Templates. To illustrate the dialogue between e-coach and coachee, Table 2 shows two translated dialogue fragments generated during an evaluation of a CBT-I technique: the sleep restriction technique. The e-coach lines are denoted with Ci and the coachee’s lines with Uj. The selection of the coachee options is denoted in bold. Such a selection results in different possible dialogue lines of the e-coach, e.g. the dialogue line of C2 varies depending on the answer of U1.

Table 2. Two examples of dialogue in the CBT-I domain. Fragment A illustrates that the coachee finds it difficult to do the assignment and the e-coach tries to motivate the coachee. Fragment B illustrates that the coachee sleeps to little and the e-coach allows her to revise her previous bedtime commitment. The italics show the values that are calculated based on the e-coach’s knowledge base. The original text is written in Dutch (see the corresponding screenshots).

**Fragment A**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>C1:</th>
<th>Good morning John. Lets look at the sleep restriction exercise. How did it go last week? Did you find it easy or hard to abide by the new bedtimes?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U1:</td>
<td>[Very easy]; [Easy]; [Difficult]; [Very difficult]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2:</td>
<td>What a pity that you find it difficult. On average, you spend 7 hours in bed, our agreement is 7 hours. You sleep on average 5 hours a night. Although you have difficulty with the exercise, you did adhere to our agreement. You can reward yourself to the sauna.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U2:</td>
<td>[Continue]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3:</td>
<td>Lets have a look at your sleep efficiency. Before you started with sleep restriction: 75%. Your sleep efficiency last week: 71%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U3:</td>
<td>[Continue]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4:</td>
<td>You lie awake in bed for quite some time. The best thing for you is to keep these bedtimes for another week. You will probably build up tiredness causing you to sleep longer. Hang in there!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U4:</td>
<td>…</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fragment B**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>C1:</th>
<th>Good morning Emily. Lets look at the sleep restriction exercise. How did it go last week? Did you find it easy or hard to abide by the new bedtimes?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U1:</td>
<td>[Very easy]; [Easy]; [Difficult]; [Very difficult]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2:</td>
<td>Good for you! On average, you spend 8 hours in bed, our agreement is 5 hours. You sleep on average 3.75 hours a night. You find the exercise easy, yet you spend more time in bed than we agreed upon according to your sleep diary. Let’s figure out together why that is the case. What do you think?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U2:</td>
<td>[I don’t understand the purpose of this exercise][My bed partner has problems with my new bedtimes] [It’s not working with me][I don’t want to talk about this]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3:</td>
<td>Lets have a look at your sleep efficiency. Before you started with sleep restriction: 50%. Your sleep efficiency last week: 54%.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U3:</td>
<td>[Continue]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4:</td>
<td>You sleep very little to allow you to sleep enough, namely 3,75 hours. To function during the day. I am less strict this week. You can spend 30 minutes longer in bed next week.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U4:</td>
<td>…</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 shows the scripting specification of the Conversation in Table 2. The DialogueActions in the example are used to generate parts of the e-coach’s response C2 in dialogue fragments in Table 2. The Conversation contains a Constraint for ensuring adherence behavior of the coachee during performance of the exercise. This
means that when the e-coach detects that the coachee does not adhere to the exercise (the value of zeal.SRAdherence.curVal != 1) before the next scheduled weekly evaluation \(3 < SR.totalDay.sinceConsult < 5\), it will trigger the e-coach to initiate the conversation with the coachee.

During a conversation, the e-coach always tailors its responses based on the current beliefs about the coachee. For example, in C2, the e-coach calculates the average sleep time based on the sleep diary of the coachee. In particular, this dialogue line (C2) is formulated based on an InteractionRecipe that contains a Script of a sequence of three different DialogueActions. In Table 3, the DialogueActions of the last two sentences in the dialogue line are presented. In this example, the second DialogueAction (denoted in bold) contains multiple Templates, which can be selected based on their condition. The Condition of a Template is written as a boolean expression. Each expression in a Condition corresponds with a concept in the knowledge base, e.g. the value of the coachee’s subjective opinion “difficult” \((\text{feel.SREvaluation.curVal})\) variable, is 2 and the value of the coach’s objective evaluation ”adherence” \((\text{zeal.SREvaluation.curVal})\) variable is 1. The use of these variables in the Content of a Template is distinguished with \${variable-name}.

Table 3. An example of a constraint-based conversation in ECML. The second DialogueAction (in bold) contains multiple Templates.

5. Evaluation

We conducted two expert-based evaluations. The first evaluation was conducted during the development of the CBT-I ECML. It involved two experts in the field of communication and one psychologist specialized in CBT-I. For this evaluation, we collected all possible paths of 14 Conversations and printed them on sets of dialogue tables. We asked the experts to analyze the Templates, specifically on their Content and CoacheeOptions. The evaluation resulted in suggestions for a more meaningful, concise and specific communicated message in Contents and more clear and consistent CoacheeOptions. We applied the suggestions on all implemented Conversations.

The second evaluation was conducted by running our intervention behavioral app on a smartphone. The same psychologist was involved in this test. For this evaluation, we developed a simulator that could mimic the interaction of a coachee on the app based on a scenario and a predefined list of selected CoacheeOptions. The scenario illustrated daily activities of a coachee following a CBT-I session provided by the app. Furthermore, we developed 20 scenarios to represent different coachee behaviors. In 4 scenarios, we described coachees that slept very little
(less than 5 hours a night). In all scenarios, we varied the behavior of the coachee to adhere or not adhere to the agreements, and to show improvement or deterioration in sleep efficiency. These scenarios were used to run and record 20 simulations of the CBT-I training. Table 2 shows two screenshots of the recorded dialogues. We asked the psychologist to analyze the recorded dialogues specifically on the quality of the advice given by the e-coach.

The results of the second evaluation led to minor changes in the communicated message of the content of some templates and rearranging of the sequence of dialogue actions in the scripts of some interaction recipes. There was no change in the ECML structure. Finally, our sleep expert concluded that the developed dialogue specification was sufficient for an evaluation involving insomnia patients as the end users of our CBT-I app.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we have reported the development of ECML for scripting discourse moves of a CBT e-coach. The design of the language is based on the basic coaching process developed by Beun et al. [10]. It includes our consideration on the importance of persuasive and careful interaction between e-coach and coachee. We have applied a combination of constraint-based and schedule-based approaches for generating dialogues. The coachee can respond to the e-coach by selecting one of predefined options. These approaches offer fast and efficient computation on a mobile device. In particular, the format of ECML allows a direct access to the e-coach’s knowledge base and intelligent processing, which enables the e-coach to tailor the dialogue output to the individual coachee and their circumstances. Furthermore, the specification provides a back-office mechanism for adding and maintaining knowledge of the e-coach. It also bridges the dialogue with other communication channels provided by the app.

The current implemented ECML is written for six weeks of CBT-I training. ECML allows an efficient dialogue specification for the particular therapy that is memory friendly (about 0.5MB). Moreover, the results of our expert evaluations showed that the design had met the requirements of mobile CBT dialogue coaching. Our future work will include an evaluation that involves insomnia patients as the end users of our developed CBT-I e-coach.
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